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Connecting 
Across Silos



Connected Communities

Creating a home that 
connects Microsoft across 
role, org, and geo around 

our customer priorities and 
provides stability in a 

changing environment.

Augmenting formal 
learning by leveraging the 
experiences and expertise 
of peers across Microsoft 

to grow knowledge, 
perspective, and empathy. 

Developing leaders 
through experience and 
training and providing 

members with 
opportunities to build their 

skills and reputation.

Influencing our product 
roadmaps and how 
Microsoft and our 

customers think about 
communities of practice



Communities 
aligned to business 
outcomes

Solution Area
28 communities aligned to 
6 customer solution areas

Industry
22 communities aligned 

to priority industries

Cross – Functional
25 communities that span 

solution areas and 
technologies

Connected 
Communities



People Process Enabled by 
technology&



Volunteers drive community engagement
Community Steering Team

Community
Program Mgr.

Community Leads
(representing diverse perspectives from 

across the business)

Engagement Leads SMEsAvg 14 per 
community

1 CPM per 10 
communities is 
our target ratio

3-5 Leads per 
community

Business Sponsor(s) Executive Sponsor(s) 



Our operating philosophy

Supportive

Flexible

Accessible

Innovative

Collaborative

Elective



Enabling Structures and Processes
Leadership community & skill development

Advisory board

Analytics

Portfolio reviews

Standard infrastructure

Branding and templates

Community runbook



Communicating at the right level

Targeted communications to any of the 
75 communities in the Connected 
Communities program

We maintain an “All Member Feed” 
community with all 60,000 program 
members

The set of every 
community created in 
Viva Engage

Everyone at Microsoft is 
part of this community 
by default

One 
Community

Connected
Communities

All Communities

All Company

Connected Communities can target 
communications to all program 
members (through our “All Member 
Feed”) or to individual communities in 
our program. 

Many communities exist at 
Microsoft that are not part 
of the Connected 
Communities program. 



Example: “Get Engaged” with Connected Communities

FACILITATE

Targeted readiness

Time zone friendly

Tips and tricks

Async options

LISTEN

SHARE

ENGAGE



This was an amazing session! I have not used Yammer that much until now 
and I feel really excited to get more engaged. 

Yammer had always been a mystery to me but these 3 sessions made it much more 
approachable and I'm setup to participate.  That wouldn't have happened without these 3 
sessions so I am very grateful, thank you :)

Good advice to make communities part of a regular routine.

Fascinating session! Also able to implement, as we went along and 
deepen my knowledge/use of the topic. 

Surprisingly engaging and insightful and relevant

I'm inspired to both post some things that have been on my mind 
and also respond to folks after being in this session. 

Knowledge shared is useful well beyond the Connected Communities 
circle... Thanks!

Great learnings on how to better leverage the CC's !!

We need to evangelize this much more.



New 
experiences 
that empower 
our people

Answers Articles



Open 
Discussion
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